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It can now be said by the poor run of form of Chelsea have had in a few days shows that, they made
a very big mistake by sacking one of the most of experienced coach in the football world, the Italian
Carlo Ancelotti. The standard of typical Chelsea game that every fan desires is no longer in the
team and in the players. The new boss Andre Boas who is the youngest coach in the English
Premier League has not got the flare which the five time winner coach of the UEFA Champions
League, Ancelotti had.

Ancelotti was brought by the billionaire Roman Abramovich after Gusss Hiddink temporary contract
had ended. In his first season with Chelsea, he made them win both the Barclays Premier League
and the FA Cup trophy and he was the first coach to ever to that in the history of such a successful
club. A new era had begun with the Italian experienced but in his second year in charge, all his good
doings turned into nightmares when Chelsea were knocked out in all competitions and lost their first
position in the table by the mesmerizing Manchester United in just five months when the season
was about to end hence ending their season with no silverware.

Carlo was immediately sacked the next day which shocked millions of fans around the globe. Most
of the fans were criticizing the owner that he made a very hasty decision of doing that hence
increasing the fear of the future of Chelsea. After some months of surveying, the board brought in
the youngest coach in the English League, Mr. Andrea Boas who is a Portuguese by Nationality.
Boas has started his future with Chelsea very brightly but is lacking the flare and the thrill which
teams fear when they confront each other. Boas is already starting to have problems with the
contracts of Didier Drogba and Nicolas Anelka who he has already told to the media that, Drogba
and Anelka will not end their careers in Chelsea thus annoying so many fans.

I can say that all is repeating once again when Jose Mourinho was in charge with Chelsea. The
owner is interfering in all sorts of matter with the club and he is not allowing the coach the freedom
to work at his own will. That is what made Jose Mourinho quit.

Sacking Carlo Ancelotti was the biggest mistake the club ever made. It does not mean that, if
Ancelotti was not successful in bringing silverware in his second year, the club fires him. That is not
how coaches and clubs are made. Chelsea forgot that, Ancelotti made AC Milan win the UEFA
Champions League trophy more than three times plus the Seria A title when he was in charge and
was also voted one of the best managers in the world.

Wherever Ancelotti will go, he will always have a successful coaching career. The only question
which is yet to be answered is that "Will Boas bring silverware to Stamford Bridge or will he be
another failure like Felipe Scolari was?" Boas is surely very much inexperienced than Ancelotti. Let
us see what the new young Chelsea coach can bring to the team so that when we watch or live
football stream the match, we see what flare and thrill the mighty team has got.
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can try  a Live Football Stream via a Football Streaming websites like 
http://www.streamlivesports.net/ 
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